n I t Department of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of dividuals Nl(t) and N2(t), vanishing when either Ni vanishes, and increasing without limit as either Ni increases.
We will write this (nonnegative) rate as AM[Ni(t),N2(t)]. 5. The mortality rates (Xl,X2) of single individuals are constants, independent of age, as is the mortality rate of couples, X3, due to death (or divorce, or permanent sterilization, etc.). 6. The dynamics of the system is independent of its overall scale, and of the common scale of its components.
Dynamical equations
Given the assumptions above, the behavior of the system is determined by the following set of differential equations: [2c]
The interpretation of [2] is straightforward. For example, in [2a] the rate of change of the number of single women is negatively proportional to the fraction of single women dying at time t, -XiNi(t), and to the marriage rate -ll. The rate of female births is proportional to the number of existing marriages, and makes a positive contribution of fiT3(t) to dN1 (t)/ dt. Similarly, for the growth conditions on the number of single men N2(t).
Though we take mortality and fertility rates to be fixed quantities independent of population growth, a more realistic model would include, for example, the nonlinearity which arises from the relations between agricultural production, the supply of arable land, and population density.
It is often convenient to work with the totals (Ti,T2), in which case the set [ which defines the quantities 3i. Note that for population growth, both the O's must be positive. However, as we shall see below, positivity of the d's, while necessary, is not sufficient to insure a growing population. In [2] and [3] , X3 is to be interpreted as a disappearance rate of marriages, due to the death of either partner, or to divorce. In this simple treatment, divorce or the death of one marriage partner can be considered to result in an accretion to the 13 stocks of single individuals available for later fecund marriages; such an accretion is tacitly included in our fertility rates fi.
In the discusssion to follow, we allow the fundamental parameters (fi,Xi) to range over all positive values, and we then qualitatively analyze the associated dynamical behavior of the system. Our procedure differs from that of previous writers, who imposed certain further restrictions on the parameters in order to explicitly take the accretions mentioned above into account. An example of such additional restrictions may be found in refs (1) Our analysis is not restricted to these special cases, since in the age-specific models needed for more realistic description there will often be a higher average age for married persons, and for surviving partners of terminating marriages, than for single persons of the same sex-with implied effects on average (fil,i) parameters not consistent with any such simple restrictions. We do, however, note the special implications of any such postulated restrictions on the parameters.
Restrictions on the marriage function M[N1,N2]
To insure scale-independence, we ask that the (positive) marriage function lM be first-degree homogeneous in its arguments, so that 
Qualitative dynamics
For any particular marriage function, our system is defined in a five-dimensional space of positive parameters (Xl,X2,X3,f1,f2). Our basic question then is: given a particular pattern of relative sizes of these parameters, is there positive population growth, immediately or ultimately, and does the sex ratio
R(t) = T2(t)/TV(t)
[11] approach a constant, positive, finite value which is stable under perturbation of the initial conditions? In particular, we are interested in determining whether there exist trajectories Ti(t) which represent "interior rays" of balanced-growth, exponential change, in which
where the constant vector k has components ki > 0, and where ki/k3 > 1, k2/k3 > 1, and r is real. (The exponential rate r is positive for population growth, negative for decay, and zero for stationary replacement.) Furthermore, if such an interior ray (or rays) does exist, we would like to know if it is stable under small and/or arbitrary perturbations of the initial conditions, and whether its stability and growth properties are altered under small changes in the fundamental parameters (fi,Ni). We know that there always do exist two modes of one-sex exponential decay, which we call "exterior rays." For example, if the system begins with females only, they die out at an exponential rate 1i, and the whole system moves along a trajectory
T(t) = [Ti(0),0,0]exp(--it).
[13] A major part of our problem is to distinguish between situations in which there exist interior rays that asymptotically determine the behavior of the system, and those in which R (t) tends to 0 or oo, so that the system eventually reaches an exterior ray on the T1 or T2 axis.
We We will see in the following section that the incompatibility of unbalanced sex-ratio pathology with population increase, found in this special symmetric case, carries over to more general considerations in which there is an arbitrary pattern of birth and death rates (Xi,fi).
Our summary of the general case will further show that infinitesmal variations of (Xi,fi) around the degeneracy point 1'17] or around the symmetry axes of [16] can cause the system to lose all its finite critical points, so that its asymptotic behavior in the extensive space [Ti] takes it to an exterior ray with a sex ratio of zero or infinity.
Summary of results
To display our general results, it is helpful to subdivide the parameter space (Xi,fi) into regions defined by certain inequality relations. For that purpose, we introduce the quantities A-= X3-X.
( , and there can even be an uncountable infinity of points in common. Furthermore, it can be shown that for particularly simple choices of Al [Xi,X2], e.g. M = xi"x2 I-, 0 < a < 1, there is at most a pair of critical points in the finite plane. We note also that all our critical points are associated with real exponents. There are no complex foci, and there is no limit cycle behavior in the xi plane.
(B) K+1 saddle points, K stable nodes in the finite xi plane. This occurs for sectors 4-6 in Table I , in which at least one of the 13 is negative. In general, we again have a chain of critical points, but here, unlike (A'), the two ends of the chain are saddle points. Therefore, trajectories lying beyond the two separatrices dividing the saddle points at the ends of the chain from their stable-node neighbors will always result in unbalanced sex ratios. In ease (B) the population shrinks.
Cases ( Table 1 , one sex has both a higher birth rate and a lower death rate than the other, with the result that the sex ratio asymptotically approaches 0 or co. Specifically, a sufficient condition for the nonexistence of a balanced-growth path is (Al -A2) (fi -f2) (f2 -Am) (fi -A2) < 0.
[24]
The Kendall-Pollard restriction to positive 1's rules out the saddles of sections 4-6, and also the exterior ray sectors 10-12, while permitting sector 9. Sector 9's disastrous blowup of the sex ratio may seem intuitively obvious from the fact that one of the sexes there has a higher birth rate and a lower death rate than the other. But such intuitive explanations are dangerous for at least two reasons: (1) Xi > X2 and fi < f2 causes no infinite distortion of the asymptotic sex ratio in sector 2. In sector 2 birth rates will be sufficiently high, and the sex ratio N2/N1 asymptotically approaches a positive limit, greater than unity but finite. This trapping phenomenon for growing population is a feature of systems with marriage functions even more general than those we consider here. The essential properties of Ml which insure trapping are that it vanish for vanishing stocks of single individuals, and that it grow at least linearly as its arguments increase together.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it is important to emphasize that models such as ours lack two features which play crucial roles in the population dynamics of real societies: (1) the effects of biomedical and cultural change on mortality and fertility; (2) the feedback caused by resource limitations on output. Such effects might be admitted by allowing our fundamental parameters to be explicit functions of time, and of population density itself.
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